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Good little game, worth playing. A cinematic masterpiece, this game never ceases to amaze me and fulfill that sudden desire for
mysticism and minimalism that is so hard to achieve in gaming. The first time I played it was in 2013. It has spawned many
pretenders since; those who seek to captivate its magic but seldom get it right. It was groundbreaking when it came out and it is
groundbreaking today.

The premise is terrifying; to be a child in an apocalyptic setting where sadistic children are overlords is troubling enough, never
mind the scenery, the music and the mood. You are pulled into this grotesque scenario where the world (and anything that
moves, parasitic or otherwise) is your enemy but not as a machine gun-wielding, monster destructing, roid machine but rather as
an innocent, vulnerable child who is about to be trampled by the darkness that surrounds him. Everything is dark and not just in
color, but also intention.

It\u2019s as if the world were already lost. But the thing that makes this game different, I think, is that you are not trying to save
it\u2026 no, far from it. The premise is survival in a very primal way. This game could play out in a few days real time and most
of us wouldn\u2019t realistically survive it, let alone electronically. Even though I finished it long ago, I still remember the
ending. Perhaps too romantic for its own sake, it was a smile for a tragic journey, a gentleness from developers who made us
suffer much along the way. This game is an experience and one that I\u2019ll never totally recover from, nor do I want to. I will
replay it again in 2019 and see how much I\u2019ve grown since my first playthrough, how the memories compare. For now, it
is time to set foot in the darkest plains of Limbo again. Good day, gentlemen.. An EXTREMELY difficult puzzle game! It takes
hours to do this without a guide (I assume, considering I used one xD). It can really make me mad sometimes, but it's really
satisfying to finally complete a puzzle. The ending is really interesting as well (no spoilers ;D). I think it's worth buying his game
if your a fan of puzzle games! But if you get mad easily, be careful ;D. It's a sweet and simple game that filled me with rage to a
point where I was ready to throw my keyboard across the room. I doesn't have a storyline behind it, more of a cryptic, eerie
texture that gives us a hint about the limbo the main character tries to get out of. Might as well be a journey through the
mythical limbo you have to endure to enter heaven. But man, I have time for that! Everytime I died in this game I've had to re
do the part of the game which has an incredibly slow dynamic. It makes you feel like the game drags on forever. Verdict: Was
supposed to relax me: made me fuming from frustration.. Pros:
Nice Visual Style
Nice Atmosphere

Cons:
Bad Platforming
Deaths that come out of nowhere
Frustrating controls
Even if you take your time and are careful, you are bound to die because some hazards are not explained to you or shown before
you encounter them.

Forced myself to finish it, really.
Would not recommend.
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